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ABSTRACT
Windy Dyah Indiani : THE INFLUENCE OF CHARADES GAME ON THE
STUDENTS’ COMPETENCE IN ENGLISH VOCABULARY AT THE FIFTH
GRADE STUDENTS OF KEPONGPONGAN 3 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL -
CIREBON REGENCY.
This final project was about the influence of charades game on the students’
competence in english vocabulary at the fifth grade students of kepongpongan 3 elementary
school - cirebon regency 2012/2013. In Indonesia, English is detemined as the first foreign
language, because of English is an international language which is used all over the world.
Therefore, it is recommended to be taught at elementary schools up to universities. It is
important to be learned as a communication tool with another countries. Vocabulary is an
important element in language. Because without vocabulary, it is nothing can be conveyed.
So, learning vocabulary is the first step that must be done to study English.
Although English has been taught to the first year students of Kepongpongan
elementary School Cirebon Regency, but most of them still find difficulties in learning and
understanding English, especially in learning English vocabulary. For this reason, the writer
tries to give a method as like charades game as the way to learn English vocabulary. It should
be kept in mind that the application of charades game which can be used for teaching English
as a foreign language especially for teaching English vocabulary is the fun way which can
motivate the students’ interest in learning English.
The aims of the research carried out by the writer are to find of the data of the
students’ achievement in learning English vocabulary through the application of charades
game and to know what the effect of the application of charades game on the students’
competence in English vocabulary.
The method of this research is quantitative approach. The techniques for collecting
the data used by the writer are observation, interview, questionnaire, and test. Then the writer
use t-test as the statistical analysis.
After the data have been analyzed, the writer concludes that the students’ response
of the application of charades game at the fifth grade of Kepongpongan 3 Elementary School
Cirebon Regency can be categorized “good” because by mean of score achieved is 27,3. The
result of the students’ competence in English vocabulary before the application of charades
game can be categorized is “not good” because by mean of score achieved is 4.4. And after
the application of charades game can be categorized “sufficient” because by mean of score
achieved is 6.7. And the influence of charades game on the students’ competence in English
vocabulary is 2.04 by t0.5. So, 2.04 < 11.29 (t values greater than t.table). It means that there
is a positive and significant influence between charades game on the students’ competence in
English vocabulary.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Research Background
In Indonesia, English is detemined as the first foreign language,
because of English is an international language which is used all over the
world. Therefore, it is recommended to be taught at elementary schools up to
universities. It is important to be learned as a communication tool with the
other countries. Vocabulary is an important element in language. Because
without vocabulary, it is nothing can be conveyed. So, learning vocabulary is
the first step that must be done to study English.
The KTSP curriculum in the syllabus of Elementary School states that
some of the objectives of English teaching are in order to student can
understand and express simple instructions to act in the context of school.
To achieve the objectives above, so the students must enrich their
vocabulary to cover all of the basic language skills, like listening, speaking,
reading and writing. Because learning vocabulary is the first step to learn
English, it is important to introduce vocabulary for the students as facilities to
achieve their skills in English.
Therefore teachers should have a good strategy to be able teach their
students. Teacher’s skill has the important factor among others to achieve the
teaching goal. Succeed of students are depend on their teacher. That is why a
teacher has to be a good manager that can select suitable in techniques of
teaching.
Actually, there are many research have done to improve the students
competence in English vocabulary. But each of those research still have
shortcomings and need for more tailored and refined to the conditions and
facts in the field. So that it can actually be implemented and benefit optimally.
Here are the author includes some of the research has been done:
In a research conducted by Wahyu Suherni Asih (2004) entitled “The
Correlation Between of The Application of Picture Media and The Mastery of
The Students’ English Vocabulary at The First Year of SMP N 1 Bulakamba-
Brebes”, that by providing picture as media in teaching English vocabulary,
the students can illustrate or describe thing that can be seen and understood
directly. The meaning of word can be easier to be memorized; it can also
increase the mastery of the student’ English vocabulary. The result of the
research is that has a positive correlation.
Lutfiyah (2005) has been research at SDN 1 Astanalanggar Losari
Cirebon, the title of the research is “The Correlation between The Application
of Audio-lingual Method and The Students’ Achievement In English
Vocabulary at The Sixth Year of SDN 1 Astanalanggar Losari Cirebon”. She
states that audio-lingual method gives a fun situation for the students to
comprehend English through method gives vocabulary, which is helped by
audio-lingual aids. The teacher should use pattern drill and the students
memorize and practice some vocabulary unconsciously. The result of the
application Audio-Lingual method of the students’ achievement in English
vocabulary shows that is positive and significant; it means that the correlation
between the application of audio-lingual method and the students’
achievement in English vocabulary in the school can be categorized as
positive and high correlation.
Different research by Ayu Asminingrum (2010) presented in thesis
entitled “The Correlation Between The Students’ Mastery of English
Vocabulary and Their Ability in Matching Words at The First Year Students
of MTs Nurul Huda Kalibuntu Losari-Brebes”, she states that matching is one
kinds of vocabulary practice. Matching is another kind multiple choice, but it
is more enjoyable. By matching, students can do this exercise as a hobby and
they will increase their vocabulary unconsciously. The result of the research is
enough or sufficient correlation between the students’ mastery of English
vocabulary and their ability in matching words.
According to the thesis of Chusnul Chotimah (2010) entitled “The
Influence of The Application of Microsoft Power Point on The Students’
Competence in English Vocabulary at The Second Class Students of SMK
Veteran Cirebon”- learning process will be meaningful if the teacher could
make the situation of the class alive, so the teacher will help students to
become interested in the subject by using Microsoft Power Point, because it
can influence students competence in learning process especially in English
vocabulary.  The result of the research shows that the students’ mastery in
vocabulary can be categorized as “good”, the students’ competence in
vocabulary can be categorized as “high”, there is high correlation and in other
words, there is influence of the application in Microsoft Power Point on the
students’ competence in vocabulary.
All of the research show good results. But, it still needs observation
what the researches are appropriate with the condition of participants and
place that would be researched.
At Elementary school of Kepongpongan 3 Cirebon Regency, the
writer found that the students got difficult in study English. They are seemed
not interested in study English and very passive. They are difficult to
remember words in English. Beside also the condition of the school is lack of
support facilities.
To solve the problem above, the writer thinks a new technique to learn
vocabulary. Game is an appropriate strategy to improve the students’
competence in English vocabulary. By learning vocabulary using games,
students do not only learn new word, but they are encouraged to be active in
the classroom and learn by doing. Beside also the learning process will be
more interesting and fun. Charades game is very suitable to be applied in
improving students’ competence in vocabulary. Because to do it, does not
require a lot of facilities.
B. The Identification of The Problem
The problem in this research is classified into the following sections:
1. The Research Area
The research area of this thesis is vocabulary. To help the students
more interested in learning and improve their vocabulary, so the writer
uses charades game.
2. The Kinds of The Problem
The kinds of the problem is quantitative. It means that the data is
obtained in particular forms presented by numbers: consequently, they can
be measured and interpreted by means of using statistical analysis.
3. The Main of The Problem
The main of the problem is to the lack of the students’ competence in
vocabulary. It means that the students’ vocabulary competence do not
improve.
C. The Limitation of The Problem
To limit the problem, the writer takes following themes in application
of “charades game”. They are: animals, things and place.
D. The Questions of The Research
1. How is the students’ response of the application of charades game?
2. How is the students’ competence in English vocabulary?
3. Is there any positive and significant effect of the application of charades
game in English vocabulary?
E. The Aims of The Research
1. To know the students response of the application of charades game
2. To know the students competence in English vocabulary
3. To know a positive and significant effect of the application of charades
game in English vocabulary
F. The Usefulness of The Research
In writing this thesis, it is hoped readers; especially the students can be
more master vocabulary. Besides that, game can motivate the students in
learning English through more interesting way. So the teachers can use
charades game as a media to teach vocabulary. As a result, the students’
vocabulary competence can be better so that they will not get difficulties in
learning English.
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